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We deal with non-decreasing paths on the non-negative quadrant of the integral square 
lattice, called by minimal lattice paths, from (0,O) to a point (n, m) restricted by two parallel 
lines with an incline k (20). We express the generating functions of the number of these distinct 
minimal lattice paths in terms of the polynomials 
(--x)‘, n ao. 
Formulas obtained thus include the generating function of the so-called higher Catalan 
number Ck(n) or Ballot numbers as the Special case. 
The number of minimal lattice paths for k = 1 is given as an explicit form by expanding the 
corresponding generating function. 
1. introduction 
Consider a particle executing a random walk on the interval [-b, a] where Q 
and 6 are positive integers. The particle in a point j (4 < j < a) moves to one of 
the points j - 1 and j + 1 in a single transition. Both of the points a and -6) are 
taken to be absorbing barriers. First, we consider random walk paths in which the 
particle arrives at a point i (4 < i < a) after t transitions, starting from an initial 
point 0 without touching any of the absorbing barriers a and 4 If the paths 
consist of n-right moves arnd m-left moves, then each of these paths corresponds 
to a non-decreasing path on the nonnegative quadrant of the integral square 
lattice, called minimal lattice path hereafter, from (0,O) to the point (IX, m), 
without crossing any of the lines y =x-u+1 and y =x+6-1, where ~1+ln =f 
and n-m = i. The number of distinct paths satisfying these restrictions is given by 
(S. Dua et al. [l]) 
, t+f=Wmod2) (1) 
with the usual convention that (3 = 0 for II > t or n < 0. 
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In this present paper, we deal with generating functions of the following 
numbers { W,(N/k, n, r), n 3 0}, and (T&V/k, n, r, s), II a 0}, respectively: 
(i) W, (N/k, n, P) is the number of minimal lattice paths from (0,O) to (n, kn - 
N + r) without crossing a line y = k(x -N/k) (see Fig. l), 
(ii) Tk (N/I& n, r, s) is the number of minimal lattice paths from (@, 0) to (n, kn - 
!V + t) without crossing any of linex y = k(x -N/k) and y = kx +s (see Fig. 2), 
where n,ZV,r,sM3 and kal. 
According to the above notatrons, the finite sum (1) is equal to T,(a - I, n, Q - 
1+,6-l), where n =$(t+i) and t+i=O I(mod2). 
The number W,(O, n, 0) of minimal lattice paths from (0,O) to (n, kn) without 
crossing the line y = kx is the well known higher Catalan number $Rogers [2n 
C&d 
1 (k + l)G =- 
kn+l ( ) n ’ n30. 
The higher Catalan number C&t), like the Catalan number C,(n), occurs in a 
wide variety of combinatorial problems [IX]. The number W,(O, n, r) of minimal 
lattice paths from (0,O) to (n, kn + r) without crossing the &rc y = kx is also 
kn-Ntr 
kn-N 
Fig. 1. W,.(N/k, n, rl. 
kn-N 
n 
Fig. 2. 7’k(Nlk, n, r, s). 
represented. by (Rogers 121) 
Wk(O, n, r) = A&r+ 1, k + I) = 
r+l r+l+(k+l)n 
r+l+(k+l)n 
, na0 
n 
with A,, (0, k + 1) = C,(n). 
In our previous paper [6], we have expressed W,(N,,k, n, I) in terms of 
(Al(r+l, k+l)} for N,n,raO and kn-N+raO. In Section 2, we give the 
generating functions for { W,(N/k, n, r), n 30). In Section 3, we express 
‘T&V/k, n, r, s) in terms of {W&V/k, 1, t’)). After that, we obtain the generating 
functions for {Tk(N/k, n, r, s), n 2 0) where N, s 2 0 and 0~ r~ s + N. It is proved 
that the generating function for {7’&V,,k, n, r, s), n 3 O] converges to the one for 
PWNlk, n, 4, n 2 01 as s + 00. As will be seen in these sections the polynomials 
q~(n,*)=c~‘(n~k’)(-r)., n20 
I=0 
take an important place in our theory. 
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In Section 4, we are concerned with the generating functions for the particular 
case k = 1. For k -T I, the polynomials cp&z, x) are closely related to the 
Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind. C.J. Everett et al. [7] has sought the 
roots of p&r, x), in order to evaluate the number of random walk paths between 
two absorbing barriers, which is given by T&V, II, 0,O) according to our notation. 
So as to evaluate the number p’,(N, n, r, s), we express the generating function in 
terms of Chebyshev polynomials and expand it. As a result, we find an explicit 
expression for ‘p,(N, n, r, s) which has a different form from (1). . 
2. GexbeWing function for (WI, (N/k, n, r), n 2 0) 
As a preparation for deriving the generating functions for { W,(N/k, n, r), n 2 0}, 
let us quote the following two lemmas: 
Lemma 1 (Polya and Szego 183, Gould [9j). rf a function u(x) s&sfles the 
equation u = 1+ xu8 for an integer p and u(0) = 1, then the following expansions 
are valid for any integer a : 
uQ = f An(a, 0)x”, a#0 (3 n =O 
for 1x1-c I(/3 - l)@-‘/flB(, where 
(4) 
Lemma 2 (Gould [9J). For integers q, cy2 and 0, the following convolution of 
Vandemlonde’s type is valid: 
(6) 
where A,,&, 0) is defined by (5) for m =o,. . . , n, 
In our previous paper [6], we have expressed W,(N/k, n, r) in terms of 
:W~+l,k+l!) &fined by (5) with a=r+l_ 2nd P=k+l as follows: 
Lemma 3 (T. Cong and Sato 163). For N, n, r 3 0 and k 2 1, W, (N/k, n, r) is given 
bY 
A,_,(r+l, k+l) 
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Note that 8 IV2 r+ 1, we define, for convenience, Wk(N/k, n, r) by the right 
hand side of (7) for 0 s n s [(N- r - 1)/k]. 
Defining the generating function 
then we have the following: 
Themem 1. Far 7v, r 3 0, the generating functions of Wk(Nlk, n, r), n 3 0, are given 
bY 
w,(N/k, x, I’) = u’+‘Q~(N, x) (9) 
where Q&V, x) is defined by (2) and the fimction u is defined in Lmama 1 with 
@=k+l. 
mf. For n=O,. . . , [N/k], the right hand side of (8) becomes, using the 
convolution (6), 
t=o ’ 1 / [LO \ 1 
(k+l)n-N+r = ( n ) 
where A,(r + 1, k + I) = 0 for n < 0. Therefore equation (8) is 
that we have 
[N/k1 ct (k+l)Z-N-l 1 jA,,_,(r+l, k+l)= 2 ((k+l)‘;N-l A,,.& + 1, k + 1) 
valid for n 20, so 
A,& + 1, k + 1)x” 
Putting cu = r + 1 and p = k + 1 in the expansion (3), we find finally 
wk(N/k, X, r) = Ur+?J.‘k(N, X), 
where the function u satisfies the equation u = 1 +xuk+l and qk(N, x) is defined 
by (2). 0 
"'Qk(N,X)-Qk(N-r-1,X) (10) 
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where the function u satisfies the eq.wtion u = 1 + xuk+’ and q.+&, x) is defined by 
m. 
Proof. From (7), it follows immediately that 
[(N-r-lVkl 
c xn = Q&!-r--1,x), 
tl=O 
which, in combination with (9), completes the proof. III 
Now consider a minimal lattice path restricted by two parallel straight lines with 
an incline k (al ), with which we are particularly concerned ir: this paper. 
T,(N/k, n, s + N, s) is the number of minimal paths from (0,O) to (n. kn + s) 
without crossing any of the lines y =k(x-N/k)andy=kx+sfc. N,n,saO(see 
Fig. -3). Let 
X,S+N.S)=,@&2,S+N,S)x" 
he the generating function for {Tk(N/k, 12, s + N, s), n 20). 
Tbeorere 2. For N, s * 0, 
= 
<Pk(N+s+ 1, x) 
(11) 
where (Pk (n, x ) is defined by (2). 
Proof. For rf = 0, . . . . [N/k]. Tk(N/k, n. s + N, sj is the number of minimal lattice 
paths from (0, 0) to (n, kn + s) without crossing the line y = kx + s. This is given 
by k&(0, n, s), that is, 
T,(N/k,n,s+N,s)=A,(s+l, k+l) forOsna[N/k]. (12) 
While. for n a [N/k]+ 1, let us consider a minimal lattice path from (0.0) to 
(n, liv +si crossing the line y = kx +s but not the line y = k(x - N/k). 
T, (K/k, 1, s + N, s) is the number of minimal lattice paths from (0,O) to (I, kl+ s) 
w;:;. IlIt L rossing ;ury of the lines y==iiix--N/k) and y=kx+s, and 
Wk Us + N + 1 ),lk, n - I, s i- N) is the number of rrrinimal attice paths from (I, kl+ 
s+l)to(n,kn+s)withoutcrossingtheline y=k(x-N/k)for I=O,l,...,n-1. 
Thcrcforc 
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n 
Fig. 3. Tk( Nlk, n, s + N, s). 
is the number of minimal lattice paths from (0,O) to (n, kn + s) crossing the line 
y = kx + s but not crossing the line y = k(x -N/k). Hence we have the following 
recurrence relation for T,(N/k, n, s + N, s): 
- 
for n a[N/k]+ 1. Since Wk((s + N+ 1)/k, 0, s + N) = 1 holds 9or s, N>O, we have 
7n-~7S+N)='I~k($7n7S+h$ (13) 
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for n 2 [N/k]+ 1. From (6), (7) and (12), the above equation (13) is valid for 
n 2 0, which leads to 
By appealing to ‘Theorem 1, we have 
n,s+N,s = > U s+N+l~k(N, x) ~pk (NI x) Cl US+N+lQ~(S+N+l,X)=Q~(S+N+l,JC)g 
Let us define the generating functions 
for N, S 2 0 and 0 s r G s + N. Note that if N 2 r + 1, we define, for convenience, 
&(N/k n, r, S) = &(N/k., n, r) for OGn <[(N-r-- 1)/k]. (14) 
T~HW~RE 3. For N,saO and O<r<s+N, we have 
T&(;,x,r.s)= QdNJ)Qk(s+N--r,X) 
<P&+N+l,x) 
(1% 
where qk ( nt X) is defined by (2). 
Proof. For n =max(O,[(N-r-l)/k]+l),. ..,[(s+N-r)/k)-l,[(s+N-r)/k], 
Tk( N/k, n, r, s) is the number of minimal lattice paths from (0,O) to (n, kn - N + r) 
without crossing the line y = k(x - N/k), which is given by w,(N/s n, r). If 
N 2 r + 1, (14) is valid for 0 s n s [(N - r - 1)/k] as mentioned above. Hence, we 
have 
‘WY% n, r, s) = W&V./k, n, r), 0s n S no- 1, (16) 
While, for n 2 n,, let us consider a minimal lattice path from (0,O) to (n, kn - 
N +I) crossing the line y = kx-ts but not the line y = k(x- N/k). 
Tk( N/k, I, s + N, s) is the number of minimal lattice paths from (0,O) to (I, kl + s) 
without crossing any of the lines y =k(x-N/k) and y=k.x+s, and 
w&((s + N + 1)/k, n - i, r) is the number of minimal lattice paths from (I, ~cI + s + 1) 
to (rt, kn -N + r) without crossing the line y = k(x - N/k) for 1=0, . . . , n - no. 
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Consequently,. we have 
for n 2 no. From (16) and (17), it follows that 
Applying Theorems 1,2 and Corollary 1, we finally reach 
(pkU’h xl - 
<p&+N+ 1, x) 
(u'"~Q~(s+N+~, x)-Q~(N+s--a,~)} 
Qk(N, X)& (s + N - r, X) =---_.- 
Q&-i- iv+ 1, X) 
where the function u is defined bu “rheorem 1. D 
As the right hand side of (15) is a ratio of two polynomials in X, explicit 
expression for Tk(N/k, n, r, s) can be obtained by expanding it. For instance, 
Qkh d-’ can be expanded in the following form: 
c (18) 
I,+*..+1 =m 
l=sl,r[n/kJ.i=l.....j 
Since the generating function (15)for N = 0 and I = s reduces to 
TAO, x, s, s) = 
1 
Q&+f,X) 
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and together with (18), the explicit expression of T’(0, n, S, s) is given by 
lsf,~[(s+lVk].i =I.....j 
Now in order to show that the generating function Tk(N/k, x, r, s) converges to 
wk (N/k, x, r) as s + O”, we notice: 
Lemma 3. For bl and 1x1~ kk/(k + l)k+l 
lim Qk(n, x)un+’ = 
n- 
where the function u is defined by Theorem 1. 
Ipfoof, Let a function u satisfy the equation u = 1 +xu@ with p = k + 1 and 
u(O) = 1. From Lemma 1, we have 
U n+l= f Al(n+l,P)x', 
I=0 
for n 3 0. Frog-n these relations, it follows that 
U 
w-P)u+P 
Applying the convolution (6), the inequality 
a 
c ( @n-n-l Al-,(n + l,B) m=[n/k}+l nt 
follows fw 1+2/k ]+ 1. Since 
holds for 1x1 <I(B - 1)8-1/~81, the second ter.m of the right hand side of (20) 
converges to 0. Therefore we have 
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Putting @ = k + 1, tha above equation gives (19). c! 
After this preparation, we have 
Tbemem 4. ForN, ra0 and kz4, 
lim Tk(;,xm)= wk(;J,r), 
S--wx) 
Ixlc(k+y;k+l l 
t 
Proof. From Theorems 1, 2 and Lemma 3, we have 
=lim 
Us+N-r+l 
QdS+~--r,X) 
s- u s+N+2~k(s+N+1,~) 
Q~(N>x)u~+* 
Next, we show that there is a difference equation which the polynomial Q&I, x) 
satisfies, in the following: 
Theorem 5. The polynomial Q~( ~1, x) satisfies the difference equation 
Qkh 4 = 
<pk(n-1,x)-xcpk(n-k-I,rc), nak+l, 
1, Osn<k. 
(21) 
Proof. This is clear since 
i Qkh x)z” = P/(l-z+xzk+l). 0 
n--O 
4. Explicit expression for T,(N, n, r, s) 
In this section, we consider the particular case k = 1. In this case, W,(N, n, P) is 
the number of minimal lattice paths from (0,O) to (n, n -N + t) without crossing 
the line y = x -N for n, N, r~0 and n 2 N - r, which is simply given by 
by means of the reflection principle. T,(N, n, r, s) is the number of minimal lattice 
paths from (0,O) to (n, n -N + t) without crossing any of the lines y = x - N and 
y=x+s for n,N,saO, 0 S 6 s + N and n Z= N- r. In order to evaluate 
T,(N, n, r, s), we express the generating functions in terms of Chebyshev polyno- 
mials. 
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Ttmwem6. (i) ForiV,raO, 
(ii1 For N,ssO and O~rss+N, 
T,( N, x, r, s) = x(~-‘)‘* ~:Nw2JIT)U,+N-,w2J$ 
u s+N+1(1/2~~ 
(22) 
where U,(x) is C’hebysheu polynomial of the second kind 
i&(x)= 
sin(n + l)e 
si”8 . x=cos& 
Proof. (i) and (ii) are trivial since the polynomial P&I, x) can be written as: 
In virtue of Theorem 6(ii), explicit expression for T,(N, ~2, r s) can be obtained 
as follows: 
Tk~rem7. For N,n,sH and OSrSs+N, 
TIW. n, r, s) = s + i+2 $ (2 cos @V)2N+N sin(N+ l)& sin(r+ 1)0” (23) 
V-l 
Pmof. Let us put 
x =(2cos e)--2, o<tX_:n. 
From (22), it follows that 
T,(N, x, r, s) = (2 cos e)-- 
(N__r_l,sin(N-+ 1)0 sin(s+N-r+ l)@I 
sin 8 sin(s + N + 2)8 ’ 
y&;=_ a are &s + N + l)] different roots of sin(s -I- N + 2)@: 
1 s+N+i‘ ‘= ,-‘*, [;(s+N+l,] (=M) 
which imply M different roots of aI(s + N + 1, x) such that 
xp=(2cosev)-2, v=l,...,M* 
Consequently, the coefficient of x” in t ‘- _ c A; f*insion of T,(N, x, r, s) is represented 
bY 
g (2 cos tlv)2n-N+r+3 
sin(N+ l)& sin(s + N- r + 1)6), 
u= 1 (-sin eV)(s + N+ 2)(cos(s + N+ 2)8y)[&/c1x3,,, 
4 E (2 cos &J2n+r-N sin(N+ l)& sin(r + l)& 
-~+N-+-2~=r 
which give T&N, n, r, s). Cl 
The finite sum (1) as mentioned in Section 1 is equal to T&z - 1, n, Q - 1 - i, b - 
l), where n = $(t + i). From (23), it is immediately shown that 
CoronprY 2. For t+i=O (mod2) and -b<i<a, 
m 
c K t ) ( t [=-a, $(t+i)+Z(a+b  - i(t+i)+b+Z(a+b) 
= -& E (2 cos &J sin 426, sin( a - i)Ov 
Y- 1 
where 8,, =m/(a+b), v=l,2 ,..., [&a+b-l)] (=M). 
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